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Abstra t

ess of the Internet on-demand

formation sharing using audio and video instead of plain

video (VoD) streaming servi es, the bandwidth required

text be omes more and more popular on today's Internet.

and the

Among the newly emerging Web2.0 appli ations, the In-

With the su

ost in urred on the video server be ome exPeer-to-peer (P2P) network and proxy

ternet on-demand video (VoD) streaming servi es, su h

ommon ways for redu ing the server's work-

as YouTube [1℄, and the Chinese-based Tudou [2℄ and

tremely large.
are two

load. In this paper, we

onsider a peer-assisted Internet

Youku [3℄, have attra ted many users.

Unlike the tra-

VoD system with proxies deployed at the domain gate-

ditional IP-layer VoD [4℄ and the re ently popular P2P

ways.

VoD [5℄, in Internet VoD, videos are ontributed by users,

We formally present the video

a hing problem

with the obje tives of redu ing the video server's work-

and people

load and avoiding the inter-domain tra , and obtain

videos. Be ause of its openness and intera tivity, Inter-

an upload, view, mark, and

omment the

its optimal solution. Inspired by the theoreti al analy-

net VoD rapidly be omes very popular after its birth, for

sis, we develop a pra ti al proto ol named PopCap for

example, it was reported in 2006 that ea h day there were

Internet VoD servi es. Comparing with previous works,

more than 65,000 new videos uploaded on YouTube, and

PopCap is does not require additional infrastru ture sup-

the site was re eiving 100 million video views per day [6℄.

port, works inexpensively and is able to

It is also estimated that in 2007 YouTube

the workload

ope well with

hara teristi s of the Internet VoD ser-

vi e. From simulation-based experiments driven by real-

extraordinary large video

world datasets from YouTube [1℄, we nd that PopCap

ternet VoD is far from an online

an ee tively redu e the video server's workload, therefore provides a superior performan e regarding the video
server's tra

Keywords

redu tion.

onsumed the

bandwidth of the entire Internet in 2000 [7℄.

With its

olle tion and user views, Ininema.

For su h a

large system, how to e iently and inexpensively deliver
videos to users be omes a very

hallenging problem.

Currently nearly all the existing Internet VoD systems

Internet Video-on-Demand (VoD), Peer-

to-Peer(P2P), Ca hing, Algorithm/proto ol design and
analysis

adopt a

lient-server ar hite ture, where all the videos

are uploaded by the video server (server

luster or CDN)

to users, thus the bandwidth required and the

ost in-

urred is very large. For example, in 2008 YouTube was
estimated to pay about one million US$ per day for the
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bandwidth [8℄. Obviously, it is e onomi

Introdu tion

bene ial if the tra
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and te hni al

on the video server

ould be re-

du ed. Re ently, some resear hers propose to use a P2P
network (e.g. [9℄), where peers

a he their downloaded

videos and help to distribute them, for Internet VoD servi es.

However, due to the spe ial features of the In-

ternet VoD servi e, te hnologies that are widely used in
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P2P VoD streaming (e.g. PPLive [5℄) may not work well
under the

2

Related Work

ontext of Internet VoD. On the other hand,

in traditional VoD servi es, proxies have been widely
used(e.g., [10℄ [11℄). In this paper, we

onsider to

om-

bine the two, and propose a proto ol for the peer-assisted

With its great

ommer ial su

ess and inuen e on the

Internet, there are many works studying Internet VoD in
re ent years. In [12℄, YouTube and another popular In-

Internet VoD system with proxies.

ternet VoD servi e in Korea are studied, and the authors
In this work, we rst examine the

hara teristi s

of Internet VoD's workload by investigating real-world
datasets obtained from YouTube.

We nd that under

Internet VoD, there exists an extreme imbalan e regard-

analyze many aspe ts of the servi e in luding life- y le of
the videos and its relationship with the video requests. It
is also shown that the server's workload

ould be greatly

redu ed if some P2P assistan e is available. In [9℄, tra es

ing the videos' popularity, and all the videos are very

from the MSN video servi e [13℄ are investigated, and

short. We then formally present the video

with a simple analyti al model, it is shown that the traf-

lem of the system

a hing prob-

ombining proxy and P2P network,

with the obje tives of redu ing the video server's workload and avoiding the inter-domain tra . We show that
for su h a problem, an optimal solution exist. With the



on the video server

ould be dramati ally redu ed

if a P2P network helps to distribute the videos, even
if a strong lo ality rule is applied for the P2P network.
In [14℄, by exploring the data obtained from YouTube, so-

awareness of the Internet VoD servi e's workload hara -

ial network patterns are observed among the videos, and

teristi s and inspired by the theoreti al analysis, we de-

the authors propose a novel P2P-assisted video delivering

sign PopCap, a pra ti al proto ol for the proxy and the
peers in the P2P network to independently and
oratively
are

ollab-

a he videos. In the PopCap proto ol, videos

a hed on the proxy in a proa tive way, while for the

video a hing on peers, we use blo king as well as evi ting
to

ope with the extremely imbalan ed video popularity,

therefore enable the peers to avoid globally ex essive or
inadequate
based

a hing of the videos.

Unlike many P2P-

a hing systems su h as PROP [11℄, PopCap does

not rely on a DHT-based overlay, therefore
the Internet VoD's

an

ope with

hara teristi s well, while unlike tra-

ditional Internet VoD systems, PopCap exploits the resour e on individual peers, thus extensively redu es the
server's workload. By

omparing PopCap with existing

solutions. we nd that PopCap is more pra ti al and inexpensive, whi h makes it suitable to be deployed under
the Internet VoD servi e. From simulation-based experiments driven by real-world YouTube datasets, we nd
that PopCap proto ol

ould ee tively redu e the video

server's workload by making a better use of the

a hing

spa es on the proxy and the peers, moreover, its smart
update me hanism provides exibility to further redu e
the video server's overall bandwidth

ost.

framework that explores the

the server's workload. In [15℄, the network tra
by

aused

ampus users downloading videos from YouTube is in-

vestigated, and the authors point out that by smartly exploiting metadata, better video

a hing strategies

ould

be developed.
On-demand video streaming using P2P te hniques
also be omes very popular in re ent years.

Examples

in lude P2Cast [16℄, P2VoD [17℄ and DSL [18℄. P2Cast
and P2VoD investigate a tree-based overlay stru ture to
organize the peers, and DSL presents a dynami

skip

list overlay to enable the VCR operation. Cui et al. [19℄
propose oStream, whi h extends appli ation multi ast to
support VoD with buers on peers. Tian et al. [20℄
sider a probabilisti

a hing me hanism on the

on-

lients to

redu e the video server's workload.
On the other hand, deploying dedi ated proxies for redu ing the video server's workload and providing a better
quality of streaming servi e has been studied for a long
In [10℄, the

oni t between hit ratio and proxy

jitter in the proxy

time.

a hing strategy is investigated, and

a new proxy system named Hyper Proxy is proposed.

The remainder part of this paper is organized as the

In [21℄, a

ooperative proxy- lient

follows: Se tion 2 introdu es the related works; Se tion

posed, where low

3 des ribes the ar hite ture of the peer-assisted Inter-

dedi ated proxy are

net VoD system under dis ussion; In Se tion 4,

lustering of the video so ial

network for improving the playba k quality and redu ing

hara -

a hing system is pro-

ost of P2P network and robustness of
ombined. In a re ent work [22℄, the

a hing problem for peers in a P2P assisted VoD sys-

teristi s of the Internet VoD servi e are analyzed using

tem is investigated, and an algorithm with the feature

real-world datasets; In Se tion 5, we formally present the

of proportional partial admission and evi tion of video

video

a hing problem, obtain its optimal solution, and

dis uss its impli ations; We propose the PopCap proto ol

segments is proposed.
VoD servi e

In [11℄, the authors

onsider a

ombining both proxy and P2P network,

in Se tion 6; In Se tion 7 we investigate the performan e

and propose a system named PROP to reliably and s al-

of PopCap and

ably

we

ompare it with other solutions; Finally,

on lude this work in Se tion 8.

a he and distribute the videos.

Our work is dierent from previous works in that we
jointly

onsider the proxy and the peer

ontext of the Internet VoD servi e. By
with P2P network,

a hing under the
ombining proxy

riti al issues su h as peer-proxy

ol-
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laboration must be addressed; while by
problem under the

onsidering the

ontext of Internet VoD,

hara ter-

isti s of this appli ation must be taken into

onsidera-

some of these peers in a P2P manner (e.g. swarming [23℄)
(step 5). Finally, in
peers

nary P2P VoD systems must be

poor network

and re-examined before get applied under Internet VoD.

ase that there is no peer that have

a hed this video, or none of the index server returned

tion and te hnologies that are widely applied in ordiarefully re- onsidered

3

an upload the video due to the reasons su h as
ondition or stale information on the index

server, the requesting peer dire tly downloads the video
from the video server (step 6). From the pro edure, we
an see that by deploying a proxy, some inter-domain

3

The System Ar hite ture

tra

an be avoided, as both P2P sharing and dire t

downloading from the video server in ur tra s out of
the domain. Moreover, the proxy and the P2P network
an redu e the workload on the video server. Clearly, to
ee tively a hieve these obje tives, proxy and the P2P
network should

a he the videos in a smart and

ooper-

ative way. In the following se tions, we will investigate
this problem from theoreti al as well as pra ti al protool designing aspe ts.

4
Demonstration of system ar hite ture for peer-assisted

Fig. 1

Internet VoD with proxy

a hing

Chara terizing Internet VoD

Before analyzing the video
vestigate some

vi e. Two datasets
In this paper, we

onsider a peer-assisted Internet VoD

a hing problem, we rst in-

hara teristi s of the Internet VoD serolle ted by

rawling YouTube, i.e.

the one used in [12℄ and the one used in [14℄), are used for

system with proxies. Typi ally in su h a system there are

our investigation. For rst one, we uses the s i dataset

three

whi h

omponents: (a) the server, whi h

ontains at least

a web server, an index server, and a video server (server
luster or CDN); (b) the end-system

lients whi h re-

quest and download the videos; and ( ) the proxy whi h
is deployed at the gateway of a domain and uploads the
a hed video to the
In addition,

lients residing in the same domain.

lients form a self-organized P2P overlay

network, in whi h ea h of them is a peer and independently maintains a video

a he. Generally, the server is

we

ontains

252, 255

hoose the dataset

taining

videos. For the data from [14℄,

olle ted on Mar. 16th, 2007

42, 628 videos (referred to as the 0316

on-

dataset).

We rst examine the popularity of the videos in Internet VoD. In Fig.

2, we plot the view times against

their ranks for all the videos in the s i and the 0316
datasets . Note that in the gure, the
ted under log-log s ale.
onsider the video a

urves are plot-

In re ent years, many works

ess pattern to follow a Zipf distri-

maintained by the video servi e provider (VSP) su h as

bution (e.g. [11℄ and [24℄) or some other Zipf-like dis-

YouTube [1℄, the proxy

tributions, su h Zipf with exponential

an be runned by VSP or ISP,

uto [12℄ and

and the peers are autonomous ordinary end-systems. A

Mandelbrot-Zipf [22℄; on the other hand, a re ent work

demonstration of the system ar hite ture is shown in Fig.

reveals that popularity of the videos is more likely to
follow a stret hed exponential distribution [25℄. In this

1.
In a peer-assisted Internet VoD system, a peer

a hes

the videos it has downloaded. Peers independently manage their lo ally

a hed videos.

When a peer joins or

work, we do not try to t the video a

ess data from the

datasets with theoreti al models, but fo us on its fundamental feature. That is, we nd from the gure that ex-

a hed or gets

treme imbalan e exits regarding videos' popularity. For

evi ted, the peer reports to the index server. As demon-

example, in the s i dataset, the most popular video gets

leaves the system, or a video repli a is

2, 537, 904 times,

strated in Fig. 1, when a peer requests a video, for exam-

viewed

ple, by

view times in this dataset are

li king the video's URL on the VSP's website,

while the mean and the median

2, 140 and 186 respe tively;
2, 755, 993, 5, 405,

if a proxy is available for the domain of the peer, the

for the 0316 dataset, the values are

gateway redire ts the request to the proxy (step 1), and

and

838

respe tively.

a hed a repli a

Another feature of the Internet VoD servi e we are

and has enough outgoing bandwidth (step 2). If there is

interested is the video length. In [14℄, it is reported that

the proxy uploads to the peer if it has

no proxy or the proxy is unable to upload the video, the

majority of the videos on YouTube are no longer than

request is then sent to the index server (step 3), whi h

700 se onds, while by examining the datasets, we nd

returns with a list

that the mean video lengths are 143 and 205 se onds for

P2P network that

ontaining some other peers on the
urrently have this video

a hed (step

4). The peer then requests and downloads the video from

s i and 0316 respe tively.
In summary, by examining the datasets obtained from
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(a)

Fig. 2





(b)

Popularity for the videos in the (a) s i dataset and the (b) 0316 dataset

te hnologies on Internet VoD, for the following reasons:

i is a hed by the proxy, that
ci = 1, and ci = 0 if not a hed. We also use
ni (N ≥ ni ≥ 0) to denote the number of the peers that
urrently a hes the video. For all the M videos, a ve tor
~n = {n1 , n2 , ..., nM } is used to denote the a hing status
c = {c1 , c2 , ..., cM } is
of the P2P network and a ve tor ~

First of all, with very short videos, peers will perform op-

used to denote the proxy's

YouTube, we nd that: 1) there exists an extreme im-

balan e regarding the video popularity; 2)

omparing

with traditional VoD, videos in Internet VoD are very

short. The two features of the Internet VoD servi e impose a great

hallenge for applying P2P network-based

erations su h as video request,

a he update and

denote whether or not video

is, if

a hed,

a hing de ision.

a he

announ ement very frequently, this in urs a great workload on the P2P overlay; Se ond, with the extremely
imbalan ed video popularity, the workload on a DHTbased overlay very also be extremely imbalan ed.

For

In our analysis, we assume that the proxy has suf ient out-going bandwidth and never fails, thus when

example, the peer that manages the key of the most pop-

a video is

ularly video will have a mu h larger workload

any requesting peer. On the other hand, peers in the P2P

omparing

with other peers.

a hed by the proxy, the proxy

an upload to

network are dierent. A peer may fail, or it may evi t
the video to make room for a new video repli a, but the

5 Analyzing Video Ca hing in Internet
VoD

index server that keeps the video's
does have the video

a hing

problem for a peer-assisted Internet VoD system and the-

a hed, the network

ondition may

be very poor between the peer and the requesting peer.
To a

In this se tion, we formally present the video

a hing status may

have stale information. Moreover, even for a peer that

ommodate these

ply use a probability of

on erns, in our analysis we sim-

p

to denote the

han e that a

peer whi h is supposed to be able to serve a video by
the index server a tually is unable to upload the video.

oreti ally analyze it.

Obviously with these unreliable peers, the probability
5.1

The Video

that video
(1 − p)ni .

a hing problem

In our theoreti al analysis, we

i

ould not be served by the P2P network is

onsider a peer-assisted

Internet VoD system with a olle tion of

M

videos, whi h

are ranked in a des ending order on their popularity, and
there are

N

online peers. For simpli ity, we assume that

all the videos are equal-sized. For ea h peer, it

c video repli as, while for the
C(C >> c) videos. For ea h video,

up to
be

a hed by the proxy, and it

a number of the online peers.

an

a he

proxy, it

an

a he

say video

i,

ould also be
We use

it may

a hed by

ci (ci = 0, 1)

to

Let

λ be the total video request rate from the N

online

peers, then the rate of the requests that goes to the video
PM
ni
server ould be expressed as
i=1 λpi (1 − ci )(1 − p) . If
PM
ni
we dene ρ(~
n, ~c) = i=1 pi (1−ci )(1−p) as the ratio of

the workload on the video server, then the video

a hing

problem for the peer-assisted Internet VoD with proxy
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We then

an be expressed as

PM
M inimize ρ(~n, ~c) = i=1 pi (1 − ci )(1 − p)ni
s.t.
ci = 0, 1; i = 1, 2, ..., M
ni ≥ 0; i = 1, 2, ..., M
PM
ci = C
Pi=1
M
i=1 ni = N × c
5.2

We rst

onsider the

as

(1)

an be rephrased

PM
M inimize ρ(~n) = i=1 pi (1 − p)ni
PM
s.t.
i=1 ni = N × c

Theorem 2. For the video

Theorem 1. For the video

 ∗
n =0


,1 ≤ i ≤ C
 ∗i

( ci = 1
PM
j=C+1 (log pi −log pj )
Nc
∗

−
n
=

i
M−C
(M−C) log(1−p)
,C + 1 ≤ i ≤ M


c∗i = 0

(4)

Proof. We rst show that for any solution of
(2)

proxy sele ts any

C

(

is

~n

n∗i = 0,
n∗i

=

Nc
M−C

−

M

videos from the the

a he, the optimal solution of

a hing problem in Equation

~n∗

a hing problem in Equation

(1), the optimal solution is

For this problem, we have the following result.

(2), the optimal solution

a hing problem in Equa-

have the following result.

ase that no proxy is deployed. For

ase, the problem in Equation (1)

onsider the video

tion (1) when a proxy is deployed, for this problem, we

The optimal solution and its impli ations

this

5

log pi
log(1−p)

+

~c,

i.e., the

videos to

is
if

ci = 1

(M−C) log(1−p) , if

ci = 0

log

Q

j,cj =0

pj

i,
= 1, λpi (1 − ci )(1 −
ni . So for this video,

To show this, note that for any video, say video

n∗i =

QM

log j=1 pj
log pi
N
c−
+
M
log(1 − p) M log(1 − p)

(3)

∗
Proof. First of all, for ni in Equation (3), it is easy to
PM ∗
see that
i=1 ni = N c, suggesting that Equation (3) is
a feasible solution. Furthermore, for any i and j , i 6= j ,
we have

∗

when it is a hed by the proxy, ci
p)ni = 0 regardless of the value of

proxy will serve all the requests, and it is not ne essary
∗
for the P2P network to a he any repli as, i.e., ni = 0.
Now with C videos being a hed by the proxy, M − C
videos with
A

We then prove that the solution in Equation (3) is
lo al optimal. To show this, we onsider another solution
~n′ = {n′1 , n′2 , ..., n′M }, where for parti ular i and j (i 6=
j), n′i = n∗i + 1 and n′j = n∗j − 1, and for any k (k 6= i, j),
n′k = n∗k . By taking ~n′ and ~n∗ into the obje tive fun tion

n∗i

~c

is



in Equation (2) respe tively, we have

′

∗

∗

= pi (1 − p)ni + pj (1 − p)nj − pi (1 − p)ni − pj (1 − p)nj


1
n∗
n∗
i
j
−1
= pi (1 − p) ((1 − p) − 1) + pj (1 − p)
1−p

ρ(~n∗ , ~c) =

p > 0.

ρ(~n, ~c),

In other words,

~n∗



Nc
M −C




Y

i,ci =0

1
 M −C

pi 

ρ(~n∗ , ~c), we just need to minimize
p
.
Obviously,
the best way is to set ci = 0 for
i,ci =0 i
the M − C least popular videos. In other others, the
proxy a hes the C most popular videos. Therefore we
minimize

Q

is lo al optimal.

ρ(~n) is

an see that

i,ci =0

To

>0

~n∗

∗

= (M − C)(1 − p)
1
−2
1−p

we

By taking

pi (1 − p)ni

∗

Finally, note that the obje tive fun tion
and the

X

∗

∗

ρ(~n ) − ρ(~n )

∗
= pi (1 − p)ni (1 − p) +
for any

the optimal solution for

ci = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ C
ci = 0, C + 1 ≤ i ≤ M

into the obje tive fun tion

pi (1 − p)ni = pj (1 − p)nj ,
′

~n∗ ,

We prove this result as the following.

′

a he.

Q
log j,cj =0 pj
Nc
log pi
=
−
+
M −C
log(1 − p) (M − C) log(1 − p)

We next show that with

ρ(~n′ ) − ρ(~n∗ )

sin e

are for the P2P network to

solution is

∗

pi (1 − p)ni = pj (1 − p)nj

ρ(~n)

ci = 0

ording to Theorem 1, for these videos, the optimal

onvex

onstraint is ane, thus the problem in Equa-

have proved the theorem.

onvex optimization problem. It is

In our problem formulation in Equation (1), we only

well-known that for su h a problem, any lo al optima is

onsider the obje tive of minimizing the video server's

tion (2) is a tually a

ρ),

global optimal [26℄, therefore Equation (3) is the optimal

workload (i.e., minimizing

solution for the video

obje tive of avoiding the inter-domain tra . However,

Equation (2).

a hing problem without proxy in

but do not

onsider the

we an see that the solution obtained in Equation (4) also
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a hieves this obje tive. As both the dire t downloading
from the video server and using the P2P network in urs
inter-domain tra ,
should be
tra

learly the most requested videos

a hed by the proxy to avoid the inter-domain

the moderate peer
ally de rease

ρ

a he size, in reasing

p

an dramati-

and redu e the server's workload, there-

fore it is essential to timely update the index server and
eliminate the stale information.

to the greatest extent, as shown in Equation (4).

In a pra ti al peer-assisted Internet VoD system,
learly it is infeasible obtain the values of the parameters

pi, p, N ,

therefore we

an not apply the solution

in Equation (4) dire tly. However, some insights
be obtained from Equation (4).

popular videos, while peers do not

C

The PopCap Proto ol
Motivated by the theoreti al analysis, in this se tion,

ould

First of all, note that

in the optimal solution, proxy only

6
we

onsider under the real-world Internet VoD environ-

most

ment, how to design a pra ti al proto ol for the proxy

a he any repli a of

and the peers in the P2P network to independently and

a hes the

them. This observation suggests that in a pra ti al sys-

ooperatively

a he the videos.

tem, proxy must be able to identify these popular videos
while peers must be able to avoid

a hing these videos.

Se ond, we note that for the videos that are not

a hed

by proxy, a proper number of repli as should be

a hed

by peers in the P2P network, in parti ular, the dieren e

i

of the repli a numbers for video
tional to

log pi − log pj .

if we know how to
for any spe i

and video

j

is propor-

This observation suggests that

a he one video, say video

k,

then

video, in prin iple we will know how to

a he it by using video

k

as a ben hmark.

6.1

Feasibility of P2P te hnologies

As shown in Se tion 4, we have observed two features of
Internet VoD by examining real-world datasets: 1) extremely imbalan ed video popularity; 2) very short video
length. The former in urs a load balan ing issue on P2P
networks, espe ially the DHT-based overlays, while the
latter

auses a great in rease of workload.

very ne essary for us to examine the feasibility of the
P2P te hnologies that are su

5.3

Numeri al evaluation

solution for peer-assisted Internet VoD. For video popularity, we use the data of the rst 20,000 videos obtained from the YouTube s i dataset as shown in Fig.
We

al ulate the minimized workload ratios on the

video server by applying the optimal solution on the obje tive fun tion in Equation (2). For other parameters,
we let

N = 2, 000, p = 0.8, C = 1, 000,

and

c=5

as the

default.
We rst investigate the inuen e of the proxy
size. Under varying proxy
server ratio
one

ρ

against

C

in Fig.

an see that by enlarging the

a he

C

we plot the video

3(a).

From the gure

a he size

a he size, more videos

ould be served by the proxy. Moreover, we
the

an see that

urve is nearly linear, whi h means if the

ost for

larger storage does not in rease as mu h as the

ost for

network tra , it is e onomi

bene ial for ISP or VSP

to pay for the proxy storage than for the bandwidth.
We also

onsider the inuen e of the peer

a he size

c and plot the video server ratio ρ against c in
c is small
and gets in reased, ρ de reases dramati ally, and when
c is large, ρ approa hes zero. This observation indi ates
by varying

Fig. 3(b). From the gure we an see that when

that P2P networking is promising for the Internet VoD
servi e, thus it is very important to en ourage the peers,
whi h are usually selsh, to

ontribute their lo al storage

in the P2P network.
We

essfully applied in ordi-

nary P2P VoD systems under the

Finally, we numeri ally evaluate the ee tiveness of our

2.

ρ under varyρ against p in

al ulate the server's workload ratio

ing peer reliability values of

p

Fig. 3( ). From the gure we

and plot

Be ause of

these observations, before designing the proto ol, it is

an see that even under

ontext of Internet

VoD. It is noted that nearly all the existing P2P VoD
systems rely on two essential te hnologies: the swarming
overlay te hnology and the DHT-based overlay te hnology, where the former is used to distributed the video
data and the latter is applied for resour e lookup and
management.
In previous eorts of applying P2P networks on the Internet VoD servi e, P2P swarming te hnology has been
proved to be able to work well.

For example, Net-

Tube [14℄ applies the swarming proto ol similar to the
one used in CoolStreaming [27℄ to enable a peer-assisted
Internet VoD streaming. Meanwhile, there are very little eorts of applying DHT-based overlays upon Internet
VoD. On the other hand, re ently a P2P assisted VoD
system named PROP is proposed [11℄, where a DHTbased overlay is used for assisting peers and the proxy to
make the video

a hing de isions. Therefore, it is very

ne essary to examine the appli ability of the DHT-based
overlay te hnology under the
We

ontext of Internet VoD.

onsider a peer-assisted Internet VoD system simi-

larly to PROP [11℄, equipped with a DHT-based overlay.
In su h a system, when a user nished viewing a video,
whi h has a typi al length of 3 minutes, then it may keep
the video in its lo al
to make room, in this

a he and evi t some

a hed videos

ase, it must look up the peers that

manage the keys of the new

a hed video and the evi ted

a hed videos on the DHT overlay to make the updates.
Originally, PROP is not proposed for Internet VoD, but for
ordinary VoD servi es. Here we dis uss a hypotheti
system that applies PROP.

Internet VoD
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(a)

a he size

c,

ρ

under optimal proxy and peer

and ( ) varying peer reliability

on the DHT overlay to lo ate the peers that have this
a hed. Note that for ea h DHT lookup,

a hing with (a) varying proxy

ontaining

20

3

minutes.

a he size

C,

(b) varying peer

quested, (e.g., through a li k on the VSP's website);

• tri : the last time video i was requested;
• nsi : total number of the times that video i

O(log N )

message deliveries are introdu ed on the overlay, so on
average a peer will send or forward
lookup message is

a

p

also must look up the peer that manages the video's key

lookup messages every

[\_
[\`
effg gfhijkihilm n o
( )

After that, if the peer requests another video to view, it

video

[\^

(b)

Video server's workload ratio

Fig. 3

?=
?>
DEEF GHGIE JKLE M G

3 × log2 N

•

DHT

Suppose that ea h

i

is up-

was uploaded by the

video server;

• ai :

bytes, then for a moderate system

5000 peers, on average the bandwidth used for
33bps, whi h is no longer negli-

loaded by the video server;
tsi : the last time that video
the time that video

i was added to Internet VoD

servi e;

• si :

video

i's

size in bytes.

DHT lookup on a peer is

gible. Moreover, re all that the popularity of the videos

While on the proxy, following metri s are

in Internet VoD is extremely imbalan ed, whi h

• npi :

auses

an extreme imbalan e of the workload on the DHT-based
overlay. Suppose that the workload s ales with the same
rule as the popularity, then by applying the data in s i,
the bandwidth used for DHT lookup on the peer with
the heaviest workload will be 39Kbps, whi h is totally
una

eptable. In addition, unlike the transportation of

video data, DHT lookups have mu h more stringent re-

•

total number of the times that video

loaded by the proxy;
tpi : the last time that video

• di :

total bytes of video

i

Ea h peer, say peer

j,

also keeps the following infor-

lo al

ternet VoD servi e, DHT-based overlay is not feasible,
this makes the systems that rely on DHT (e.g., PROP)
no longer suitable for Internet VoD, and for es us to seek
approa hes whi h

ould

ope with the features of Inter-

net VoD to pra ti ally solve the video

a hing problem.

Following we present PopCap, a pra ti al proto ol for
the proxy and the peers in the P2P network to independently and

ooperatively

a he videos under a Internet

VoD servi e.

was uploaded by the

that are uploaded by the

DHT lookup workload on peers further redu es the eontext of the In-

is up-

proxy.

mation for ea h video repli a it

In summary, we nd that under the

i

i

proxy;

quirement on the delay, while the heavy and imbalan ed
ien y of the DHT-based overlay.

olle ted:

urrently keeps in its

a he:

• tai :

the time that this video repli a is added into the

peer's lo al

a he.

Note that under

urrent Internet VoD system ar hi-

te ture, the video server, the proxy and the peers only
need to use a few

ounters and time stamps to obtain

these metadata. It is not ne essary to built a DHT overlay to

olle t these information.

In addition to the metri s measured dire tly in the
Internet VoD system, two other metri s are estimated.
Spe i ally, for ea h video, we use the method proposed
in [11℄ to estimate its popularity, that is, for video i, its

6.2

Metadata

olle ting and estimation

popularity is estimated as

In PopCap, we use the video server, the proxy, and the
peers to

olle t metadata, the metadata

Pi = min

olle ted will be

used for assisting the proxy and individual peer to make
their

a hing de isions. Spe i ally, for ea h video, say

video i, the video server measures the following metri s:

• nri :

total number of the times video

i

has been re-



nri
1
,
r
ti − ai t − tri



(5)

nri
tri −ai is
the long-term request rate of this video sin e the video
r
was added, t − ti is the time sin e the last request, and
where

t

is the

urrent time. In the expression,
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1
t−tri is an approximation of the video's re ent request
rate.
al ulates the usefulness of proxy

The proxy also

a hing for ea h video as the following

UiP roxy = max
Here

np
i
nri



and sele ts the videos with the largest weights to
until the

a he is full.

i ally determines whi h videos should be

npi t − tri
,
nri t − tpi

dis ards the videos that should not be



6.4

Peer

a he strategy

For PopCap's peer

a he strategy, usually there are two

approa hes for a peer to set up an order in

blo king and evi tion.

a he strategy

peer-assisted Internet VoD system, proxy should

a he

the most popular videos. However, in our analysis it is
assumed that all the videos are equal-sized. Clearly this
For equally popular videos,

learly smaller one is preferred to be

a hed as

a hing

spa e is limited. While to redu e the server's workload,
for equally popular videos,

a hing a large one is pre-

ferred. Moreover, in Internet VoD, it is possible that a
user does not download the entire video, but only download a part of it. Obviously, the videos that are downloaded with a larger portion should also be preferred. In
the PopCap proto ol, we will

onsider the three fa tors

a hing de isions, that is: 1) the video's

popularity; 2) the video's size; and 3) portion of the video
that is a tually downloaded, in making the

the proxy

al ulates

a hing de-

a hed, the peer evi ts its

and

Ui

for all the videos and

solves the following problem

to

a he the unpreferred videos, but it takes a longer

time for a peer to update its
are exploited.

downloaded videos are

is

a hed

is very di ult to redu e the numbers of their repli as
even low priorities are assigned. In our peer
gorithm, we

a hing al-

ombine the two approa hes: we blo k the

popular videos that are likely to be

a hed by the proxy

with a high blo king probability, while the
are evi ted a

a hed videos

ording to their priorities. Spe i ally, for

ea h video, say video i, we use the usefulness of the proxy
as its blo king probability, i.e.,

P bi = UiP roxy

(9)

In PopCap, the number of the repli as

the lifetime of peer
(7)

a hed by peers

they represent the proxy's favors to

a he small and pop-

a he spa e, to

a he large

and popular videos for redu ing the server's workload,

arefully

a hed video repli as.

Pi

is video

tion (5), and

Pmin

videos under

i's

log Pi − log Pmin
Pi

(10)

estimated popularity as in Equa-

is the minimum popularity for all the

onsideration. When a peer needs to

a new video, it
it has

al ulate

a he (T T Ci ) for ea h video as

T T Ci =
where

ontrol

Spe i ally,

for the evi ting priority, periodi ally the proxy
a time to

i

and to

a hed, however, for very popu-

tion (4).To a hieve this obje tive, we

M is the total number of the videos
onsideration, C is the proxy's a he size. ci (ci =
the label on whether or not video i should be
d
1
by the proxy. For f ( s ), g(si ), and h( p i ),
n ×si
i

ular videos for saving the

han es

lar videos that have been downloaded very frequently, it

In the problem,

0, 1)

a he as not all the

For evi tion, the benet is that all the

should follow the optimal distribution as shown in Equa-

PM
i
)
M inimize i=1 Pi (1 − ci )f ( s1i )g(si )h( npd×s
i
i
s.t.
ci = 0, 1; i = 1, 2, ..., M
PM
i=1 si ci ≤ C

under

a hed videos based on their

priorities. The benet of blo king is that peers need not

a hes on the proxy, periodi ally

Pi

a hes it with a

so iated with a priority, when a new video needs to be

isions.
For updating video

a he, but only

ertain probability; while in evi tion, every video is as-

The optimal solution in Equation (4) shows that for a

in making the

a hing videos:

For blo king, when a video is

downloaded to play, the peer does not ne essary to put
the video into its lo al

assumption is impra ti al.

a hed any longer.

(6)

is the long-term ratio of the video uploaded by

Proxy

a hed, then

it requests the missing videos from the video server and

t−tri
is the likeliness that this video will
the proxy, and
t−tp
i
be uploaded by the proxy on the next request.
6.3

a he,

In PopCap, the proxy period-

a he

al ulate the priorities for all the videos

a hed as

a he the videos that are more likely to be a tu-

ally downloaded respe tively. For simpli ity, in PopCap
di
1
1
i
we let f ( ) =
.
) = npd×s
si
si , g(si ) = si , and h( np
i
i ×si
i
Clearly for the problem in Equation (7), the videos with
the largest weights for
should be

(1 − ci )

in the obje tive fun tion

a hed. Therefore, in PopCap's proxy

strategy, for ea h video the proxy

Wi = Pi

npi

a he

al ulates a weight as

di
× si

(8)

P ri = T T Ci − (t − tai )
where

t

is the

(11)

urrent time.

The time to

a he metri

repli a should be

indi ates how long a video

a hed by the P2P network. As from

Theorem 2 we known that the number of the video replias on their popularity is in logarithm, then if the number
of the

a hed repli as for the least popular video is zero,

there should be

(log Pi − log Pmin )

repli as for video

i.
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Pi

Sin e

is also the request rate for the video, a

ording

9

the proxy has updated its

a hed videos and has run for

ea h other to have time to learn and update their

when a peer has downloaded a video, it queries the proxy

thermore, to redu e the tra

P bi , and a hes the
(1 − P bi ). When there is no

a time of

T.

to Little's law [28℄, the time that a repli a is a hed is
log Pi −log Pmin
, whi h is the repli a's time to a he.
Pi
The PopCap's peer a he strategy works as follows:

In other words, the proxy and the peers let

based on ea h other's least re ent

a hes

a hing de isions. Fur-

on the video server

aused

for the video's blo king probability

by the proxy's

video with a probability of

proxy to update at every s heduled time, but the proxy

room for the new video, the peer queries the proxy for

T T Cs

of all its

a hed videos, and

orities. Then the peer

al ulates their pri-

an skip some of them.
the proxy

SIG = T ×

a hed.
Finally,

we

ompare PopCap's peer

where a

bi =

al ulated by peer on ea h video, and for very

popular videos and for unpopular videos, their utility
of moderate popularity are relatively large.

Peers use

ing evi tion.

However, in PROP, information of exa t

number of video repli as

bi

Here

fun tion values are small while the values for the videos
the videos' utility fun tion values as the priorities dur-

(si × Wi × bi )

where

evi tion-based me hanism proposed. In PROP, an utility
fun tion is

M
X

hanges as

i=1

a he update

strategy with the one used in PROP [11℄,

Spe i ally, after ea h update

al ulates a signi an e of the

hooses the one with the smallest

priority and evi ts, until the newly downloaded video an
be

a he updating, it is not ne essary for the



1, ci (now) − ci (prev) = 1
0, otherwise

the label on whether or not video

a hed by the proxy, and
tra

SIG

i

is newly

is an estimation of the

saving on the video server by

a hing these newly

a hed videos.
The proxy

a hed by the P2P network is

ompare the

SIG

with the total tra

olle ted by a DHT-based overlay. In

uploaded by the video server during the re ent inter-

PopCap, su h information is not available as the pro-

val of T as T RAF . Spe i ally, given a threshold, if
SIG < threshold × T RAF , the proxy doubles the update interval (e.g., from 2T to 4T , or from 4T to 8T , ...,
et ); and if SIG > threshold × T RAF , the proxy halves
the interval, until the interval be omes 2T . We refer to

required, whi h is

to ol does not rely on a DHT overlay. In addition, the
ontinuous-valued utility fun tion
vent peers to

an not ee tively pre-

a he the videos that are already being

a hed by the proxy. For example, suppose that proxy
an

a he up to

C+1

C

videos, then for the

C th video and the

video regarding the popularity, the utility fun -

this me hanism as smart update of the proxy in the
PopCap proto ol.

tion will assign values without large dieren e, therefore peers

an not dierentiate them while making their

a hing de isions.

But a

ording to our optimal solu-

tion in Equation (4), peer's

a hing de isions on the two

videos should be very dierent. On the other hand, by
blo king video with the blo king probability
is not ne essarily

P bi ,

whi h

ontinuous on the video index, peers

an dire tly use the proxy's

a hing de isions to make

7

Performan e Evaluation

In this se tion, we examine the ee tiveness of the proposed PopCap proto ol and
lutions.

ompare it with existing so-

An event-driven simulator is developed using

C++ for this purpose, and we use the YouTube s i

their own de isions. In our experimental study in Se -

dataset [12℄ and the YouTube 0316 dataset [14℄ as the

tion 7, we will see that PopCap

video

to

an better prevent peers

olle tion of the simulated Internet VoD system in

our experiments. But for the s i dataset, only the most

a he very popular videos than PROP.

popular
6.5

20, 000

videos are used. In our simulation, time

is divided into rounds.

Smart update me hanism

videos a

Finally, the timing of the proto ol exe ution is arranged
as the following: after every interval of

T (T

ould be

During a round, peers request

ording to their popularity, and download them

from the proxy, the P2P network or the video server a ording to the Internet VoD proto ol. For simpli ity, we
use the video length as the size of the video.

For the

a period of time long enough, for example, a week or
P roxy
a month), the proxy al ulates Pi , Ui
, and T T Ci
for ea h video. The proxy updates the values of P bi and

videos on YouTube, the average video length is

T T Ci

times of the average video length, and set the default

proxy

for ea h video at the times of

T, 3T, 5T, ..., and the

Pi and Wi and updates its a he at
2T, 4T, 6T, .... In this way, the proxy and

al ulates

times of

peers update their
dates its

times of the average video length.

peer

We also set the default total number of the online peers

T , while the new

blo king probabilities and priorities are

5

the

a hes asyn hronously: the proxy up-

al ulated after

as

a he size as

a he size

the

a he after the peers apply new blo king prob-

abilities and priorities for an interval of

onds and we let the default proxy

185 se as 2, 000

2, 000.
We

ompare PopCap with PROP [11℄, whi h is a pro-

to ol for P2P-assisted proxy for large s aled VoD servi es. In PROP, proxy

a hes the most popular videos
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(a)

Fig. 4

a

Evolvement of (a)video server's uploading tra

lients up-

a hed video repli as based on a popularity

oriented utility. In PROP, a DHT network is organized
by the

5000

(b)

ording to the estimated popularity, and

date their

4000

lients, and for ea h video, there is a

orrespond-

and (b) proxy's downloading tra

lients in the

ases that the proxy and the P2P network

fail to upload, and we also measure the tra
the proxy in updating its

aused by

a he as well. Fig. 4(a) and

(b) shows the how the two tra s evolve with the time

ing peer on the DHT network that keeps the information

under dierent proto ols respe tively. We

on

the Fig. 4(a) that among the three proto ols, the tra

lients that

urrently

number of repli as

a hes this video, as well as the

urrently

an see from

a hed by the P2P network.

on the video server under PopCap is the smallest, while

Although using the DHT te hnique to nd a list of peers

PROP outperforms the proto ol using the LRU strategy,

that is good enough for lo ating a spe i

resour e is

ommonly used in many P2P VoD systems, providing
a

urate number of the peers that

urrently

a he the

video is not easy, espe ially for Internet VoD. For example, when a

lient has nished playing a video, there will

be an event of video

a hing and a number of evi ting

events, and the peer must report these events to the

or-

whi h

onforms to [11℄. From Fig. 4(b), PopCap also has

the smallest tra

regarding the proxy's updating, but

the dieren e is not signi ant. From Fig. 4 one

an see

that both PopCap and PROP has a better performan e
than the naive proto ol of popularity + LRU, in the
remainder part of this se tion, we only fo us on PopCap
and PROP.

responding peers on the DHT network. As the average

To have an insight, we investigate how videos are

video length on YouTube is only about 3 minutes and

a hed by the proxy and the peers under dierent pro-

usually there are a large amount of online users, there

to ol. During the simulation, at ea h time of proxy up-

should be a large amount of reports frequently issued

dating, for ea h video we re ord: 1) whether or not it

by the users.

is

gle report is

Moreover, as the routing hops for a sin-

O(log N ),

when

N

is large, the delay of the

a hed by the proxy, if it is

a hed, we re ord 1 for

this video, otherwise 0; and 2) by how many peers this

peer reports is non-trivial. In other words, for Internet

video is

VoD using the DHT te hnique to obtain the a

dating time as a snapshot. We re ord

urate

a hed. We refer to the re ord at a proxy up-

50

onse utive

numbers of video repli as is impra ti al, and expensive.

snapshots, and by averaging these snapshots we

But in PopCap, we do not require the information of

tain the video's

the a

urate number of the video repli as

a hed by the

P2P network, but only rely on information that
easily

ould be

olle ted as dis ussed in Se tion 5. In our simu-

lation, we assume that a

urate video repli a number is

available for PROP.

the

a hing status of the

and PROP. For proxy

In our rst experiment, we

an identify and

popular videos, however, in PopCap, we

to avoid

an see

a he the

onsider pop-

and another proto ol where the proxy

an see that peers under PopCap is able

a hing very popular videos, as these videos

are more likely to be

ompare PopCap with PROP,

lar videos and peers update their

a hes the popu-

a hes using the LRU

strategy. We start with a proxy randomly

a hes a num-

ber of videos, and the system evolves as the proxy and the
tra

videos under PopCap

ularity as well as the likeliness of a tual downloading.

Redu tion on server's workload

peers update their

20, 000

a hing, from Fig. 5 we

that both PopCap and PROP

In Fig. 6, one
7.1

an ob-

a hing status. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show

a hes. Periodi ally, we measure the

on the video server in uploading the videos to the

a hed by the proxy, while under

PROP, although low utilities are assigned to very popular videos, peers still

a he them, as these videos are

requested very frequently by peers, evi ting alone

an

not ee tively redu e their repli as on the P2P network.
To examine the ee tiveness of the PopCap proto ol
in exploiting the proxy

a he, we vary the proxy

size and investigate the system's performan e, and

a he
om-
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(a)

Fig. 5

Proxy

(b)

a hing status of the rst 20,000 videos in the s i dataset under (a) PopCap and (b) PROP

(a)

Fig. 6

Peer

(b)

a hing status of the rst 20,000 videos in the s i dataset under (a) PopCap and (b) PROP

pare it with the performan e of PROP. We use both the

this experiment we also use the YouTube s i dataset

YouTube s i dataset and the YouTube 0316 dataset

and the YouTube 0316 dataset for simulation. Fig. 8

in this experiment, and for the latter one, all the 42,628

shows the tra

videos are used. The experimental results using the s i

of the video server's uploading to the

lients under varying peer

a he size. Note that for let-

dataset are shown in Fig. 7(a) and the results using the

ting the peer

0316 dataset are in Fig. 7(b). From the two gures, one

no peer-assistan e is used for Internet VoD, and for the

an see that when the proxy's

a he size is small, PROP

is better than PopCap. This be ause when the benet of
proxy

a hing is not signi ant, by using the a

formation on the number of video repli as
P2P network, PROP

urate in-

an see that PopCap has a better performan e than

an make a better use of the peers'

t is getting smaller. Comparing with the PROP's peer

a he size, PopCap outperforms PROP. This
a he

than PROP, and more importantly, peers under PopCap
ooperate better with the proxy by avoiding

the videos that are likely to be
We next

we

ase that users

urrently played videos. From Fig. 8,

PROP, but when the peer size gets in reased, the bene-

is be ause PopCap makes better use of the proxy
an

peer size as 185 se onds we mean the
only share their

ase that

a hed by the

a he spa e than PopCap. However, with the in rease of
the proxy's

a he size as zero we mean the

a hing

a hed by the proxy.

onsider the inuen e of peer's

a he size. In

a he algorithm, peers under PopCap is benet from the
blo king by avoiding
PROP exploits the a

a hing very popular videos, but
urate information of the video

repli a number, whi h is assume to be available in our experiment, therefore the advantage of PopCap over PROP
is diminished when the peer

a he size is large enough.

To validate this point we also

ompare PopCap with a
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a he using the Pop-

that with more and more users in the VoD servi e, the

Cap's algorithm while peers apply the PROP's algorithm

proto ol whether proxy updates its

workload on the video server gets in reased, but thanks

while managing their

an see

to the P2P network, the in rease is not linear. Fig. 9(a)

that rst of all the dieren e between PopCap and the

a hes.

From Fig.

8 we

also shows that PopCap has a smaller workload on the

new proto ol is not signi ant, indi ating that without

video server than that of PROP all the time. And from

using the

Fig. 9(b) we

ostly information of the video repli a num-

ber, the performan e of the PopCap's peer algorithm is
very

lose to the one of PROP. By

the gures, we

arefully examining

an see that when the peer

a he size is

not very large, the PopCap's algorithm is better than
the PROP's as peers under PopCap is able to avoiding
a hing the videos that are likely to be
proxy, but when the

a hed by the

a he is large enough, PROP's al-

gorithm is better as the

an see that PROP also has a smaller tra

aused by proxy updates.

osty information of the a

urate

video repli a number is exploited.

7.2

Ee tiveness of smart update

In all our previous experiments we do not enable the PopCap's smart update me hanism for the proxy. In our
last experiment we investigate the benet of this me hanism. We use the s i dataset in this experiment, and
to emulate the dynami
vi e, we only have

For a large s ale information servi e su h as Internet VoD, s alability is a very important property.

To

investigate how s alable the Internet VoD servi e is un-

s enario of the Internet VoD ser-

10, 000 randomly sele

ted videos in the

system at the beginning of the experiment, and during
ea h interval,

50

randomly sele ted videos from the re-

maining ones in the dataset are added until all the videos

der dierent proto ols, we vary the number of the online

are added.

peers and study the system's performan e. In Fig. 9, we

proxy update interval, i.e., the parameter of  threshold

We

hange the threshold for doubling the

plot the tra s on the video server and the proxy un-

in Se tion 5, and perform the simulation. We plot the

der dierent proto ols when there are a varying number

total uploading tra

of online peers.

as well as the tra

We use the 20,000 videos in the s i

dataset in this experiment. From Fig. 9(a) one

an see

of the video server to the
on the video server

lients

aused by the

proxy's updating in Fig. 10. From the gure, one

an
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Overall bandwidth

ost of the video server using Pop-

Cap's smart update me hanism under dierent threshold and

see that when the threshold is in reased, the video server
needs to upload more to the
sensitive to the

ost ratio

lients as the proxy is less

hanges of the video set and its popu-

larity, but the tra

unit bandwidth

aused by the proxy's updating is

getting lighter, as the proxy updates lazily.
Although for the requests of the ordinary

where
unit

 ratio

is

the

server/ lients

ratio

of

bandwidth

the

and

the

ost

for

server/proxy bandwidth. We plot the overall
lients and

11. From the gure we

from the video server, the

ratio is getting larger, or proxy updating is not

be dierent.

For example, some ISPs apply dierent

the

ost un-

der dierent thresholds applying varying ratios in Fig.

for the updating of the proxy, videos are downloaded
ost for unit bandwidth may

the

one of

is more e onomi

an see that when the tra

ost

heap, it

bene ial to apply a larger threshold,

rates for the tra s at the peak hours and the non-peak

that is, the proxy should updates more lazily.

hours.

ever, note that the threshold should not be too large, as

The tra

aused by the users' video requests

is more likely to be at the peak hours while the proxy
ould update during the non-peak hours. An other ex-

suggested by the 6th

urve in the gure, where the

is above the 4th and 5th

urves under all the

Howurve

ost ratios.

ample is that VSP may rent a CDN to update the proxies

This is be ause for a too large threshold, the proxy some-

but users download dire tly from the server. When the

what fails to

unit bandwidth

ost for the server/ lients tra

server/proxy tra

is dierent, we examine the ee ts

of the smart update me hanism from the e onomi
pe t. We

apture the videos' popularity dynami s.

and the

al ulate the total bandwidth

as-

ost of the video

server using the following expression

8

Con lusion

In this paper, we

onsider the newly emerging Internet

on-demand video streaming servi e and the problem of

cost = server/clients + ratio × server/proxy

how to

ollaboratively use the proxy and the P2P net-
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